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2019
DREAM
MACHINE
Return of the king
AT LAST, THE BEAST of bedlam rises

again from the mist. Its elegant form
glinting in the sunlight, as those charged
rays sheen across its metallic surface.
Dream Machine 2019 hath cometh, with
back-breaking labor, a price list that
only the divine could conjure, and a time
frame in which to build it that makes
memory latencies look lethargic.
Dream Machine is always a labor of
love, a challenge undertaken by only
the most ardent of PC enthusiasts
working for the magazine. Not only does
it require an almost barbarous level of
organization and charisma to will this
thing into existence, but it also stretches
those who undertake the mighty burden
to the absolute limits of their creative
output. As much as you build it, craft it,
develop it and hone it, it changes you,
it ruins you, it makes you better.
Dream Machine means a lot to us.
That name carries weight, and because

of that, we refused to craft one of these
celestial giants in 2018. Not because we
weren’t capable, or didn’t have the time,
but because the environment hadn’t
changed. The hardware, a piece of the
puzzle that’s so pivotal to the prominence
of this performance king, was lacking.
Graphics remained motionless, memory
was decaying, solid-state storage was
static. The only thing that had changed
since 2017 was the number of cores
housed within the beating hearts of
our machines, and was that enough
to justify a Dream Machine? Perhaps,
but it would’ve been a disservice to the
legacy of Maximum PC, to our readers,
and to everyone who has been a part of
our community. So, with a heavy heart,
we stepped down from the pedestal, and
stayed our hand for one more year.
However, that was then; this is
now. And with that, welcome to Dream
Machine 2019! –ZAK STOREY
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THE
$19,487
MACHINE

2

IT’S HARD WORK DECIDING what to do with a

system like this. Over the years, we’ve worked
our way through giant cases, separate loops,
hard tubing, soft tubing, air cooling—you name
it, we’ve done it. This year, though, we decided
to try something a little different, something
we hadn’t attempted in some time: a dualsystem rig. That’s right, two systems in one
case, under one liquid-cooled loop, into which
we packed some of the best and brightest
hardware we could muster.

1

One of our favorite bends in this build is the
D bend connecting the two GPUs together.
It took a lot of work and several tries, but in
the end we nailed it thanks to a handy cup we had
lying about that we could bend around. You’ve
gotta think outside the box sometimes. What’s
also pretty cool is that it sits on two rotary
90-degree ﬁttings, so you can rotate this entire
piece without fear of causing a leak.

2

We had to mod two parts of this chassis
to get it to suit our needs. First, we had
to remove the hard drive cage that was
riveted in place to allow us to mount the pump/
res combo where we wanted. Then we had
to move the top radiator bracket half an inch
toward the side of the case, so we could line the
rad ﬁtting up perfectly with the GPU ﬁtting.

3

Fitting eight fans on a radiator setup like
this was challenging, as all eight of them
have two cables each. It’s no simple task
when you have to carefully thread each fan cable
up between the middle of the two radiators.

4

We don’t say this often enough, but it’s so
important that you test your hardware
before you begin your liquid-cooling
journey. Don’t be like us and go “Eh, looks
all right,” then build it all, ﬁll the loop, and
realize you’ve got issues with the parts. By
disassembling GPUs and adding waterblocks,
you’re more than likely to void the warranty.

5

We’ve added another 24-inch LED light
strip up top here—nothing fancy, just pure
white, to accent our build. If we’re honest,
though, this rig would probably have beneﬁtted
from a second light strip in the bottom as well,
because the case is just so darn
big, that you need to ﬂood
the thing with as much
light as possible.
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AMD INGREDIENTS
STREET
PRICE

PART

CPU

5

Mobo

RAM

GPU

Storage 1

Storage 2

PSU

OS

AMD Threadripper
2990WX

$1,730

Asus ROG Zenith
Extreme Alpha

$650

64GB (8x 8GB) Corsair
Dominator Platinum
RGB @ 3,600MT/s

$875

2x Nvidia GeForce
RTX 2080 Ti

$2,342

1.5TB Intel Optane
SSD 905P

$2,237

12TB (6x 2TB) PNY
CS1311 2.5-inch SSD

$2,700

1,600W Corsair AX1600i
Digital ATX 80 Plus
Titanium + cables

$610

Windows 10 Pro

$200
$11,344

SUBTOTAL

INTEL INGREDIENTS
STREET
PRICE

PART

CPU

4

3

Pre-binned Intel Core
i9-9900K @ 5.1GHz

$1,133

Asus ROG Strix
Z390-I Gaming

$215

32GB (2x 16GB) Corsair
Vengeance RGB Pro
@ 3,466MT/s

$360

GPU

Nvidia Titan RTX

$2,500

Storage 1

1TB Samsung 970 Pro
M.2 PCIe SSD

$440

750W Corsair SF750
80 Plus Platinum

$180

Windows 10 Pro

$200

Mobo

RAM

PSU

OS

$5,028

SUBTOTAL

SHARED INGREDIENTS
STREET
PRICE

PART

Case

Cooling

Fans 1

Fans 2

Corsair Obsidian Series
1000D Super Tower

$500

Phanteks + EKWB
Cooling Suite

$2,005

8x Corsair LL120 RGB
Dual Loop Fans

$310

3x Corsair LL140 RGB
Dual Loop Fans

$300
$3,115

SUBTOTAL

$19,487

GRAND TOTAL
maximumpc.com
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AMD
INGREDIENTS

PROCESSOR

AMD THREADRIPPER
2990WX
Choosing a primary processor for this
year’s Dream Machine was tricky. We had
two to choose from: Intel’s 28-core Xeon
W-3175X behemoth or AMD’s 32-core
Threadripper 2990WX juggernaut.
Dream Machine isn’t typically held
back by ﬁnancial considerations, but over
the years at Maximum PC, we’ve learned
to recognize that price to performance is
more important than anything else.
Given that both processors end
up very close to one another
when overclocked, with
each securing wins in a
variety of benchmarks in
contrast with each other,
for the sake of hardware
compatibility, power draw,
and best bang for buck, we
decided to go with AMD’s
Threadripper 2990WX.
This is effectively a
workstation build, and
combining the 2990WX’s
enterprise versatility with an
unlocked architecture and a ton of
grunt performance makes it the king of
the processing world right now, at least
in this subsector.

MOTHERBOARD

MEMORY

ASUS ROG ZENITH
EXTREME ALPHA

64GB (8X 8GB)
CORSAIR DOMINATOR
PLATINUM RGB
@ 3,600MT/S

When you have a 32-core processor, you
need a motherboard capable of handling
its power demands. Asus’s ﬁrst-gen
Zenith Extreme was a masterpiece of
high-end technological wizardry, but
it wasn’t strong enough to handle the
extreme temperatures those VRMs put
out when running a 32-core part, so here
we have the second generation, the ROG
Zenith Extreme Alpha.
With its massive fan-cooled
VRM heatsink up top, twin eight-pin
EPS powers, eight SATA ports, and
phenomenal support for M.2 devices, it
truly is the king of X399 motherboards.

A big system’s going to need big memory.
In 2017, we splurged on the big capacity
stuff, but this time around we’re going for
something that favors speed over size.
Zen cores thrives off high-frequency
memory, thanks to the Inﬁnity Fabric’s
dependency on clock speed, so ﬁnding
memory that’s both high in capacity
and frequency lead us to this. There’s
an unfortunate compromise that has
to be made: Most high-end boards
don’t support 128GB of high-frequency
memory, so capacity suffers in favor of
speed, but we think it’s worth it.
Corsair’s Dominator Platinum sticks
have long been premium volatile storage
darlings, and with the RGB craze running
rampant across the rest of Corsair’s
products, it was only a matter of
time before we saw the big D get
the RGB treatment. That said,
these sure do look the part.
Complete with slick black
heatsinks, that Dominator
Platinum styling, and
some intriguing RGB accents,
Corsair’s pulled it off rather well.

GRAPHICS

(2X) NVIDIA RTX
2080 TI
Choosing which GPUs to use where in our
Dream Machine 2019 was hard. Most of
our workload tests are oriented around
rendering, streaming, and the occasional
game. Because of that, and because,
aside from memory capacity, the RTX
2080 Ti only trails behind the Titan RTX
by roughly 10 percent, we opted to go with
Twin Tis complete with waterblocks.
Sourcing two at short notice was
tricky, so Case King lent us two European
brand cards. These come as standard
with a reference PCB, the same one found
on the Founders Edition card, so if you’re
looking to pick up something similar
without a European contact, there’s a
ton of other vendors out there to choose
from. We recommend EVGA’s Black
Edition if you’re after a good stock PCB
variant card for a waterblock.
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GRAPHICS

MEMORY

NVIDIA TITAN RTX

32GB (2X 16GB) CORSAIR VENGEANCE
RGB PRO @ 3,466MT/S

For our second system, and because
we’re a tad limited when it comes to the
number of PCIe slots we have on our
tiny ITX board, we’ve decided to throw
caution to the wind, grab our trusty
Titan RTX, and throw it in here, too.
Now, aside from its massive
complement of 4,608 CUDA cores,
24GB of GDDR6 memory, and 18.6
billion transistors, the one thing the
Titan RTX has in abundance is swagger.
Yep, we’re going to be running our
primary system’s GPUs under water
and overclocked, but our Titan RTX
will be acting as the showpiece for our
build. There’s nothing we love more
than to see fans spinning around, and
a vertical PCIe bracket allows us to
do exactly that. Together with the RTX
Titan’s extensive gold dual-fan cooler
design, we’re more than happy to run it
in our ITX build.

For our second gaming rig, if you can call
it that, we’ve leaned on Corsair again to
provide us with the necessary memory
modules. We knew from the outset that
these sticks were going to be hidden
away, so it was less about appearance
(and, let’s face it, they’re not the prettiest
sticks in the shed), and more about pure

grunt and size. Again, we’ve gone for
as much as we can get on the platform,
and that means 32GB of prime grade A
memory estate, running at 3,466MT/s.
Intel won’t gain as much here from
that high frequency, but combined with
the Titan RTX and video rendering, it’ll
provide some beneﬁt across the board.

PROCESSOR

PRE-BINNED INTEL CORE
I9-9900K @ 5.1GHZ

MOTHERBOARD

ASUS ROG STRIX
Z390-I GAMING
We know what you’re thinking—that we
asked Asus for the Alpha, and it said
“Yeah, but can you use the Z390-I for the
ITX system as well?” Well, you’d be right.
It did. But this is one of the best-looking
ITX boards out there, second only to
EVGA’s Z170 Stinger from way back
when (someone needs to remind
Zak 2015 isn’t “way back when”).
On top of that, it’s also got a
pretty snazzy rear I/O cover,
integrated I/O shield, and
built-in M.2 heatsink, and it
supports 32GB of standard
DDR4 (or 64GB of double
capacity) up to 4,600MT/s speeds.
Yeah, some of the front I/O headers are a
bit out of the way, but otherwise it’s a tidy
little number, and should be more than
capable of pushing our pre-binned chip’s
5.1GHz overclock with ease.

All work and no play…. What would a
good Dream Machine be without the
capacity to game well? That’s our logic
anyway, and having two systems in this
rig means exactly that—we need one to
switch to when we want to hit those frame
rates hard.
Intel’s Core i9-9900K is the
absolute king of gaming right now.
With ridiculously high single-core IPC
performance, impressive cooling, plus
a thwopping eight cores, and 16 threads
at its disposal, this monster should be
more than a little handy in the gaming
stakes. We’ve picked up a pre-binned chip
from Case King Europe for this build, and
boy does that come with a price jump.
However, a guaranteed 5.1GHz is just too
tasty to say no to.
Why not game on the 2990WX?
Well, you can, but it’s predominantly a
workstation part—keeping all 32 cores
enabled on a chip like this isn’t going to
help you out much in the world of frame
rates. There’s a lot of magic happening
behind the scenes with those memory
channels and core complexes, and there
are potential frame dips to be had if
you don’t enable game mode in Ryzen’s
Master Utility.
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AMD
INGREDIENTS

PSU

1.5TB INTEL 905P PCIE SSD &
12TB (6X 2TB) PNY CS1311 2.5-INCH SSDS

1,600W CORSAIR
AX1600I DIGITAL PSU
80 PLUS TITANIUM

Storage has always been something of
an Achilles heel for Dream Machine.
No matter what we do, no one is happy.
If we use mass-capacity spinning hard
drives on site, the backup squad come
complaining; if we ditch that entirely,
just run PCIe SSDs, and talk about a NAS
solution instead, we get complaints that it
costs too much.
It’s a tricky act to balance, that’s for
sure. However, for our primary system,
there really was only one SSD we were
going to use, and that’s Intel’s 905P

This is total overkill for what we’re doing
with this system. At most, we expect 900–
1,000W from the wall under load with
overclocks. That said, there’s signiﬁcant
headroom if we decide to go with even
more GPUs further down the line.
You get the usual collection of 0dB
fan tech, modular cable setup, magnetic
color-coordinated name plaques, and
more. We’ve also forked out for the Pro
cable kit, featuring cable combs and a
nicer braided ﬁnish across all the cables,
rather than just the main ones.

STORAGE

1.5TB drive—this thing is a monster.
Although not as impressive with its
sequentials as some of Samsung’s 970
Pro drives, what Optane lacks in those
default advertising materials it more
than makes up for in low latency and high
random 4K performance.
We’re coupling the 905P with 12TB
of SSDs from PNY to act as our onsite
backup. We’ll be running these in RAID
10, to give us a combination of ridiculous
sequential speed and redundancy,
because we can.

SHARED
INGREDIENTS
CASE

CORSAIR
OBSIDIAN 1000D
Corsair has a pedigree when it comes to
high-end chassis, and we knew from the
get-go that we absolutely wanted to take
up the opportunity to work inside its new
ﬂagship box, the Obsidian 1000D.
This thing is phenomenal in size,
capable of housing up to eight 120mm
fans in the front alone, 16 if you’re using
twin 480mm radiators, as we are, and
a further three 140mm ones in the roof.
It’s monstrous. And heavy. Fun fact: For
every shot we take for the step-by-step
guide, we actually build it off-set, then
lift it on to the set for the shot, to protect
what we’re shooting on. And it is killer.
We’ve also got massive liquid-cooling
support, a plethora of tempered glass,
a huge fan and RGB LED controller in
the back, some fairly intriguing cable
management options, and an awesome
amount of space in it for tubing runs.
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LIQUID-COOLING

EKWB, PHANTEKS,
ALPHACOOL, &
MAYHEM
There’s a whole armada of parts here,
from multiple manufacturers. Alphacool
is providing the tubing, EKWB the
reservoir and radiators, and Phanteks
all the blocks and ﬁttings.
We were a little reluctant at ﬁrst to
go with Phanteks blocks, given how new
they are to the industry; however, after
working with them, it’s all been rather
painless, and they’ve got some neat,

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE →

INTEL
INGREDIENTS
STORAGE

PSU

750W CORSAIR
SF750 PSU 80
PLUS PLATINUM

space-saving tricks up their sleeves
when it comes to the angled ﬁttings that
we adore. More on that later.
For this Dream Machine, we’ll be
trying something a bit different. We
usually run two loops across one rig,
but this time we’ll be running one loop
across two separate systems. It’s part of
the reason why we’re taking advantage
of three massive radiators, and an
incredible 1,380mm of total fan and
radiator coverage.
For coolant, we’re of course going with
Mayhem’s Aurora X1 again. It just looks
good—real good—and we’re a real fan of
ﬂashy with these builds.

Another Corsair power supply, but
this one’s a bit more special. For our
choice of case, we knew we were
going to need a second, supersmall form factor power supply for
a secondary system, and this one
absolutely ﬁts the bill. It’s around
two-thirds the size of a small bottle of
Coca-Cola, and that size coupled with
the fact that it has a modular design,
comes with braided cables, and has
0dB fan tech again is just nuts.
We’re not too sure how quiet that
fan’s going to be in reality just yet,
but it’s an impressive spec sheet for
a PSU, that’s for sure. Again, we’re
hitting that 50 percent sweet spot
under load with this second system,
and we’re expecting a power draw of
about 370W without overclock.

1TB SAMSUNG 970
PRO PCIE SSD
For our “gaming” ITX system, we’re using
a single 1TB Samsung 970 Pro PCIe SSD,
partitioned up with 333GB dedicated to
the OS, and the rest to the games we’ll be
running or streaming.
The 970 Pro truly is the king of 3D
NAND, and although it lacks the 4K
ﬁrepower of Intel’s 905P, it’s perfect
for quick sequential throughput, such
as rendering, streaming, and media
creation. Impressively, it’s also rather
affordable for a 1TB drive, and comes
with a good warranty as well. We’ll also
be tapping into our 12TB of RAIDed drives
via networking for backups and anything
else we might need to store there.

FANS

(11X) CORSAIR LL120/LL140MM DUAL RING FANS
What better way to ﬁnish all that off than
with a ton of fans? These LL ring fans
from Corsair have to be some of the bestlooking fans we’ve seen, and although
they’re not a perfect ﬁt for your standard
AIO radiator, for our aftermarket liquidcooled rads, they’re more than capable.
That’s in part down to the ﬁn density
of the radiators we using here—due to

the thinner radiator size, all-in-ones
typically feature denser radiator ﬁns,
as opposed to bigger radiators, which
are more dispersed, thus requiring less
static pressure, and more pure airﬂow to
effectively dissipate heat.
We’re also going to be running a
positive setup on this build, for no other
reason than it looks good.
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2019
DREAM
MACHINE

2

THE FIRST CHALLENGE
ONE OF THE BIGGEST ISSUES we had with this case stemmed

from how the ITX motherboard ﬁtted in it. Or, we should
probably say, didn’t ﬁt—there was clearly a conﬂict somewhere
stopping the board’s integrated I/O shield ﬁtting in place, and
allowing us to line the mobo up with the stand-offs.
In the end, we had to entirely dismantle the backplate (no
easy task, as it requires you to unscrew the rear I/O heatsink
from the bottom, the sides, and the top, then yank the I/O plate
out), break a few clips, remove one part of the heatsink, then
reinstall the lot back into the system, with the PCIe bracket for
the main system above removed. Yeah, it was a nightmare, and
one of the ﬁrst pitfalls of the 1000D.
It’s particularly frustrating given that this is a $500 chassis
and the most premium ITX Z390 motherboard you can buy.

STEP-BY-STEP
BUILD IT GUIDE:
DIVING INTO THE
COMPLEXITIES OF
THIS TITANIC BEAST

LENGTH OF TIME: 20–30 HOURS
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY: EXTREME

1

32

TWIN SYSTEM PREP

3

TEST FITTING GPUS

THIS TIME AROUND, our Dream Machine is extra special,

ONCE THOSE ITX STRUGGLES were out of the way, it was time

because we’re ﬁtting two full systems in one super-tower
chassis, under one cooling loop. It’s a complex affair, but
the ﬁrst thing we knew we needed to do was prep both the
motherboards. That meant seating the CPUs into their
respective LGA sockets, installing the memory, and more
importantly, installing the CPU blocks ahead of time.
The Phanteks blocks are actually fairly simple to ﬁt, with
the only noticeable challenge being the backplate on the ITX
build requiring us to position the stand-offs correctly. Other
than that, they also come with RGB cables. Those are a little
funky to set up, and if we’re honest, we’re not convinced they
add much, so we haven’t installed them (there will be enough
lighting shenanigans later on anyway).

for us to do some test ﬁtting with the GPUs we’d blocked up
earlier. Running them in this three-slot fashion was our
original plan—however, as the clearance between the bottommost card and the CPU block in the ITX system narrowed, and
we knew we had to run piping down there as well, it seemed
less and less feasible.
We tried multiple combinations—installing the PCIe SSD in
the middle, swapping everything around, removing the SSD.
In the end, we settled for the conﬁguration we have at the very
end of the build, populating both the ﬁrst and second PCIe
slots. Although that would lead to its own issues later on….
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4

RADIATOR FITTING

6

BOY, THIS CASE IS BIG, and the more hardware you add, the
heavier it becomes. It’s certainly not easy to it lug around,
and installing twin 480mm radiators in the front, along with a
420mm in the roof, doesn’t help matters either.
The real issue here, however, was the fans, thanks to the
ridiculous number of cables required to power and control
the LED ring fans (two per fan). The fact we had eight of them
in the front alone meant we had to do some wizardry when it
came to getting all four of the fans closest to the side panel
cabled up. In short, we wired them up between the two rads,
and rested them on top, but installing them, even with the pullout radiator trays, was no easy task.

5

TITAN FOR DAYS

ANNOYING POWER SUPPLIES
ANOTHER FRUSTRATION of the 1000D reveals itself when you

go to install the PSUs. In short, if you are thinking of investing
in this chassis, always, always, always install your power
supplies ﬁrst. There’s absolutely no way of installing the ATX
PSU without removing the PSU cover, including whatever’s
installed above it.
Nope, you can’t install it from the side, from the back, from
anywhere. It’s just, well, not good, that’s for sure. And, yep, in
our case, we had to remove the Titan, take out the GPUs, then
dismantle the rear PCIe bracket, and remove the ITX system
to take out the PSU cover, and ﬁnally install the PSU. Fun and
games—there were lots of profanities muttered in the photo
studio when we realized what hoops we had to jump through.

7

FITTING RUNS & RESERVOIR FUN

NOTHING SAYS PREMIUM like a Titan RTX beating away at the

ONE THING IN THE 1000D’S FAVOR is that it’s fairly easy to

heart of your system. And in our case, this was the ﬁrst time
we’d started to see the whole thing come to life. Fitting the
Titan here is a bit of a controversial decision—it’s a developer
card, so if anything, it should be in the primary rig up top.
That said, it’s ﬂashy, and we’re keeping the cooler on this
one, so we’ll be using those gold accents to really make the rig
pop. There’s not a whole lot to report here; this is one of the
few things that actually went in fairly easily, although we did
have to remove it over and over again to do any sort of work
anywhere else.

mount an EK reservoir on this backplate; there are plenty of
holes to mount that pump/res combo. This is also where we
worked on our ﬁrst ﬁtting placements.
It’s at this point that we were thinking about effective tubing
runs, the big one being the run between the two GPUs on the
right. We had two options here. We knew we were going to run
it in a curve, but we could either keep it short between the two
cards, before the cables, or make it reach out further, then
have the cables actually inside the circular tubing run.
You’ll also notice that we’ve removed the hard drive caddy
below the reservoir. It’s pop-riveted in place (why? It’s a $500
chassis!), so you can’t remove it without drilling it out—if that
sounds annoying, it’s because it is.
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8

RADIATOR MODDING
MORE DRILLING—this time to move the top radiator into a

the position we wanted. Annoyingly, you can only ﬁt a 140mm
diagonal size radiator up top, and only in one position. The
radiator bracket itself doesn’t ﬁt any other mounting locations
or points at all for a 480mm radiator.
Now, that would be ﬁne, but one of our tubing runs (the one
running from the upper-most GPU to the radiator) would be
at a diagonal slant if we did that, so we cracked out the drill,
widened two existing tertiary holes, and freshly drilled two
others so we could slide the top bracket along a bit, and bring
it into alignment.
As you can see from the shot below, even with our
modiﬁcation on that sliding rail, the bracket itself is still a
good inch away from the edge, so why did Corsair design it this
way? We don’t know—it’s another annoyance on the long list of
annoyances we have when it comes to this chassis.

9

34

WORKING THAT TUBING

10 CPU RUNS
THE FINAL COMPLETED LOOP in all its glory. The CPU loop
going into the back of the chassis is effectively two 90-degree
bends going through a cable grommet. On the other side,
a standard G1/4 ﬁtting connects to an Alphacool bulkhead
ﬁtting, then to a soft tubing ﬁtting. Then we’ve run soft tubing
all the way down through the back of the chassis and into one
of the front radiators. This saves time, and because it’s out of
the way, it shouldn’t be seen too often either.
If we were to update this in the future, we could add a
90-degree ﬁtting on that radiator, pointing up, run a length of
tubing up to another 90-degree ﬁtting, attached to a bulkhead
pass-through at the top of the case, then run a length of hard
tubing through the back of the chassis, and into the CPU that
way. It would add another element and look mighty ﬁne, too.

11 LOOP FILLING

AND HERE WE HAVE THE MAJORITY of the tubing runs in

WE TURNED TO Mayhem’s Aurora coolant once more for this

place. Or at least, the three difﬁcult ones. Good liquid cooling
is actually fairly simple to pull off; the majority of the time, to
make a clean-looking build, all you need to be able to do is a
90-degree bend. Once you’ve got that mastered, you can use
ﬁttings to make up the rest.
Take the run from the ITX CPU to the bottom-most GPU: It
comes out of the CPU at a 45-degree angle, then straight into
the 90-degree ﬁtting on the GPU. It’s just a single straight piece
with a 90-degree bend.
The tubing run from that same CPU to the reservoir? One
90-degree at one end, another 90-degree at the other end.
Simple. You’ll ﬁnd a lot of the pros simply stick to single
90-degree bends—it makes a build look inﬁnitely cleaner, and
it’s also a hell of a lot easier to do.

build, using that glorious red ﬂuid to really bring out the look
of this system. It took a little over half a gallon to ﬁll this build,
adding even more weight to it. And it wasn’t without problems.
It mostly came down to the power supply being too beastly
for our wall sockets. The 1,600W PSU in our system blew up
extension leads, wall plugs, all sorts. At ﬁrst, we had no idea
what was going on. Did we have a dead pump? Was there a
short in the PSU? Was the cable plugged in properly? Did the
pump’s fan header have to be plugged in?
We actually used one of our personal rigs to “jump start”
the pump. We knew that machine worked, so we hid it in the
back (for photography’s sake), then used it to cycle the pump. It
was a quick and simple way to diagnose the problem, and after
that we managed to get the system running of its own volition.
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12 CABLE GUISE
ONE FINAL SHOT of the rear of this monstrosity. Usually, we
don’t spend a whole lot of time on cable management—around
20–30 minutes or so. But with Dream Machine 2019, it took
us two whole hours to get all the cabling sorted. All 11 fans
needed to be plugged in to a fan controller, a header, and a
lighting hub of some description, then daisy-chained together.
Corsair was kind enough to include six PWM fan extension
cables with the 1000D, along with a fan controller capable of
supporting six fans. No splitters, or anything like that. You
know, in a case that can support upward of 24 fans.
We had to reach into the store cupboards and grab as
many Noctua fan splitters as we could ﬁnd, before trying to
sort out this tangled mess and get it somewhere resembling
tidy. On top of that, once the SSDs were plugged in, it became
impossible to open the left door here, because the SATA cables
simply aren’t long enough. A rough day, that’s for sure. You can
also spot that ﬁnal tubing run in this shot, running from the
Threadripper 2990WX to the front radiator.

A BATTLE OF WILLS
IT’S HARD NOT TO mention the ﬂaws with
this case. There’s a lot of problems with it,
ones we’re surprised Corsair let through
the net on such a ﬂagship product. Yet,
when all’s said and done, on the whole this
thing looks baller. The front glass panels,
the tubing runs, and the overall quality
of the exterior panels are impeccable. The
interior could do with some work, but all
in all, it looks pretty darn cool.
Using Phanteks for our liquid-cooling
gear was also an interesting step away
from what we’re used to. We love the
company’s cases, but cooling with it
was a ﬁrst. There’s a lot to love and a lot
to query. Take the GPU backplates, for
instance—they come with 1.5mm Allen
screws, yet no Allen wrench. On top of
that, unlike most competitors, they’re
purely for show; there are no thermal
pads or contact made with the back of the
card outside of screw holes.
One thing we did love was the ﬁttings,
particularly the angled ones. By design,
these come with a compression ﬁtting preattached. Typically, with EK or Alphacool,
you use a rotary angled ﬁtting, then attach
a bulky compression ﬁtting of some
description to that. With Phanteks, there’s
no need to add that ﬁtting. It comes with
a slim securing ﬁtting on top, an o-ring,
and that’s it, reducing the overall size, and
making it look far cleaner. They’re a bit
bulky, and they are very angular, but on
the whole, they’re a pleasure to work with.
The downside is that you can’t connect
multiple angled ﬁttings together, and use
two 90s in conjunction, say, or two 45s to
make an extended 90.
That aside, there wasn’t a whole lot of
issues here. You might have noticed we

only managed to get four sticks of memory
into the Zenith Extreme Alpha. This was a
delay on Corsair’s part, as it had forgotten
to ship the second kit to us until we queried
it two days before delivery. Rest assured,
however, the second kit did arrive, but the
day after the photo shoot, annoyingly.
So, now we’ve got the building
elements out of the way, what would we
do differently? Well, outside of replacing
that soft tubing with hard tubing and a
bulkhead pass-through at the top of the
chassis, not a whole lot. Perhaps we’d
go for some better cables, and a smaller
PSU for the main system; 1,600W is a bit
overkill, and doesn’t seem to be doing
anything other than causing us problems.
On top of that, this case is screaming out

for custom panels. That bottom PSU cover
is just, well, a bit tacky, if we’re honest.
If we could replace it with a full-length
panel, and do something about that rear
motherboard tray, this thing would be in
a much better place. Perhaps it’s time we
delved into the world of CAD/CAM, and got
some custom milled pieces into the mix.
Who knows?
Hardware-wise, we would love to
rotate things around a bit, too. Throwing
two blocked-up RTX Titans in the top
machine, then a single RTX 2080 Ti in
the Core i9-9900K would be far superior,
perhaps replacing the RTX Titan with an
Asus ROG Poseidon.
All issues that will have to be addressed
in 2020’s Dream Machine….
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CONCLUSION
LITTLE DREAM & BIG DREAM
WHAT A ROUGH OLD FIGHT it’s been to get this thing up and

running. Oh boy, when it came to testing this behemoth, it didn’t
exactly play ball. The main system’s motherboard decided to have
a dead memory slot on arrival, along with a couple of bent pins in
the socket, requiring a complete mobo swap out, and the ITX rig
wouldn’t put out any display signal at ﬁrst. What does that mean
in practical terms? Well, it resulted in us having to awkwardly
drain the entire loop (not exactly easy with a chassis that weighs
65lb on its own, never mind all the hardware installed inside),
then disassemble the system, replace the faulty hardware, and
get to work, adding another two days to our overall build time. In
the print industry, with ﬁxed deadlines, we can tell you now that
ain’t exactly a fun proposition.
Anyhoo, we managed to get all that fuss and bother out the way,
and here we are now, ready to divulge those glorious benchmark
ﬁgures. To give a good comparison against an equally ridiculous
high-end system, we’re running this build up against 2017’s
Dream Machine. That might sound a little facetious (especially
given the fact we’re running two systems in this rig versus 2017’s
single system), but let’s face it, both machines are roughly $15K
in price, and we don’t actually have a comparable zeropoint at that price point.
So, on to the results—how did it do? Well, our
main system’s an interesting one to compare.
The AMD Threadripper 2990WX comes packing
a total of 32 cores and 64 threads. That’s a
lot, and unsurprisingly, there are very few
programs that really take advantage of that
number of cores on the desktop platform. In
fact, outside of Cinebench R15, neither of our
two remaining rendering benchmarks showed
any signiﬁcant performance improvements
over 2017’s Intel Core i9-7900X. Interesting,
huh? Amazingly, when both rigs are
overclocked, the 2990WX actually beats the
Intel Core i9, but apart from that, it’s really
difﬁcult to compare the two effectively.
Even more interesting is how far our little
Intel build has come. That Core i9-9900K
absolutely dominated the i9-7900X, achieving
higher single-core, multicore, and x265
encoding scores. That’s seriously impressive
given the fact that a standard (not pre-binned
like ours) Intel Core i9-9900K comes in at
near enough $500 less than the 10-core giant,
even today.
When it came to gaming, the two systems
performed very differently from each other.
Impressively, the Pascal Titan XP SLI setup
we had from 2017 still punches well above
its weight in the 4K department. That said,
although it beat the single RTX Titan by
a considerable margin, it couldn’t hold a
candle to the twin RTX 2080 Ti setup we had
housed in our main AMD rig. It’s worth noting
that for our AMD gaming tests, we had the
Threadripper 2990WX set to game mode in
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the Ryzen Master software, disabling 16 of its cores in favor of
more streamlined memory performance.
As both our SSD setups are known entities, there’s not a lot to
report on, other than they work well, and our RAID 10 six-2TB SSD
backup array should keep this build ticking along for a while.
So, are we happy? Yes and no. As always with PC building,
there are things we would tweak, the big one being the chassis.
If we’d found something capable of housing two full-sized ATX
rigs, that might have been a far more superior build. Punching the
Titan (plus perhaps another one) into the Threadripper build, then
the two Tis into a full-sized Intel build for our gaming enthusiasts
would have been a far stronger solution, but far more costly, too.
Perhaps a desk build is in order for next year?

AMD BUILD BENCHMARKS
ZERO-POINT

DREAM MACHINE 2019

X265 Encoding (fps)

38.15

34.32 (-10%)

Cinebench R15 Single (Index)

176

180 (2%)

Cinebench R15 Multi (Index)

2,184

6,115 (180%)

Fry Render (Seconds)

94

84 (11%)

AIDA64 Memory Latency (ns)

71.8

67.9 (5%)

CrystalDiskMark Sequential Read OS (MB/s)

3,207

2,612 (-19%)

CrystalDiskMark Sequential Write OS (MB/s)

2,146

2,309 (8%)

3DMark Fire Strike Ultra (Index)

12,971

15,121 (17%)
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Our zero-point consists of an Intel Core i9-7900X @ 4.6GHz, 128GB of Crucial Ballistix Elite DDR4, 2x Nvidia Titan Xps, and 2x Samsung 960 Pro 512GB running in RAID 0.

INTEL BUILD BENCHMARKS
ZERO-POINT

DREAM MACHINE 2019

X265 Encoding (fps)

38.15

40.32 (6%)

Cinebench R15 Single (Index)

176

221 (26%)

Cinebench R15 Multi (Index)

2,184

2,253 (3%)

Fry Render (Seconds)

94

107 (-14%)

AIDA64 Memory Latency (ns)

71.8

53.9 (25%)

CrystalDiskMark Sequential Read OS (MB/s)

3,207

3,548 (11%)

CrystalDiskMark Sequential Write OS (MB/s)

2,146

2,736 (27%)

3DMark Fire Strike Ultra (Index)

12,971

8,873 (-32%)
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Our zero-point consists of an Intel Core i9-7900X @ 4.6GHz, 128GB of Crucial Ballistix Elite DDR4, 2x Nvidia Titan Xps, and 2x Samsung 960 Pro 512GB running in RAID 0.

AMD BUILD 4K GAMING BENCHMARKS
ZERO-POINT

DREAM MACHINE 2019

Total War: Attila (Avg fps)

47

52 (11%)

Far Cry Primal (Avg fps)

92

112 (22%)

The Division (Avg fps)

87

116 (33%)

Rise of the Tomb Raider (Avg fps)

54

68 (26%)
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Our zero-point consists of an Intel Core i9-7900X @ 4.6GHz, 128GB of Crucial Ballistix Elite DDR4, 2x Nvidia Titan Xps, and 2x Samsung 960 Pro 512GB running in RAID 0.

INTEL BUILD 4K GAMING BENCHMARKS
ZERO-POINT

DREAM MACHINE 2019

Total War: Attila (Avg fps)

47

56 (19%)

Far Cry Primal (Avg fps)

92

60 (-35%)

The Division (Avg fps)

87

64 (-26%)

Rise of the Tomb Raider (Avg fps)

54

34 (-37%)
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Our zero-point consists of an Intel Core i9-7900X @ 4.6GHz, 128GB of Crucial Ballistix Elite DDR4, 2x Nvidia Titan Xps, and 2x Samsung 960 Pro 512GB running in RAID 0.
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